Alex Beart and Dave Wilson land short but claim they got into the landing field!

Thinking for two

Jeremy Thwaites and his team undergo tandem training

During our annual Joint Services (Army, Navy and
RAF) Alpine Paragliding Championships, held last
year in Slovenia, many of the pilots expressed a wish
to become tandem qualified. For many years there
has been a strong tandem presence in the military,
often used to get young soldiers, sailors and airmen
their first experience of flying and interested
paragliding. In recent years, many of the “old and
bald!” tandem pilots have left the Services and a
new generation needed to be trained. So it was that
Expedition “Diamond Double” was created, a tenday tandem paraglider training exercise.
The obvious choice for this expedition was the
paragliding training lodge at Wertach in Bavaria,
Southern Germany. The lodge has superb
facilities and we were offered use of their six
tandem wings as well as day-to-day support for
our training. This beautiful area of Germany has
many superb flying sites and a long tradition of
both hang gliding and paragliding.
The group of eight students (all minimum of Pilot
rated, with at least 100 flying hours) travelled to
Wertach via a no-frills flight into Friedrichshafen, a
short distance from the lodge. We all quickly settled
into the training routine with introductory briefings
from Paul Mahony (Senior Instructor, multiple Joint
Services Champion and highly experienced in
almost every form of aviation) and Sean Simmons
(top RAF paraglider pilot and instructor).
The first two days were spent getting back to the
basics on the local training slope. Solo forward
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launches were practiced until perfect before we
progressed to the larger and more cumbersome
tandem canopies. Launching tandem canopies
on a slightly inclined slope in nil wind is not easy
and requires the co-ordination of both passenger
and pilot.
Throughout the early training phase, Paul and Sean
emphasised the responsibilities of the tandem pilot
to look after the passenger (whom in most cases
will never have flown on a paraglider before). This is
something that is not often considered in our
predominantly solo sport. Flying another person and
taking full responsibility for their safety and welfare
should not be taken lightly, and we were glad to be
undertaking a structured and intensive training
course to prepare us properly.
Our early tandem flights on the training slope were
both hilarious to watch and terrifying to do. The
take-off run, which seemed much faster than for
our solo wings, required pilot and passenger to fully
commit to a sprint down the slope like a demented
pantomime horse! Legs flailed and heels were
clipped during the headlong dash to reach flying
speed, and many attempts ended up in a heap of
limbs and sailcloth. These early attempts very
quickly developed into a co-ordinated launch
sequence and soon every attempt was successful.
Moving to the mountain was greeted with both relief
(chairlift to the top and a rest for our tired limbs) and
trepidation. We were actually going to fly a
passenger from the top of a mountain to the bottom,
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quite some responsibility. The conditions could not
have been more perfect, blue skies and a light
breeze straight up the slope. By this time we were
briefing every launch as if it were the first flight ever
for the passenger. This is very important. The
passenger is entering an alien world far outside his
normal comfort zone and the briefing process
informs him about what is going on and reassures
him about the equipment and the inherent safety of
modern paragliders.
The first mountain flights were nerve-wracking and
exhilarating. All our launches were trouble-free, a
testament to the hard hours put in on the training
slope. The long descents (from the top of the
Buchingberg, very near to the iconic
Neuschwanstein or “Chitty Chitty Bang Bang”
castle) gave us our first opportunity to settle
properly into the harnesses and get a feel for the
canopies. Our Nova wings performed beautifully but
the heavy control inputs needed, particularly for the
flare on landing, took a while to get used to.
Over the next few days our skills progressed and we
flew other beautiful mountains in the area. Soon we
reached the requisite number of passenger and pilot
flights to gain our licences and all that was needed
was a final assessment from Paul and Sean. This
essential stage was a stiff test of our piloting skills
(the assessor flew as a novice passenger), but more
importantly, of our attitude and ability to thoroughly
brief, reassure and generally look after the
“inexperienced” passenger during the whole flight

sequence. Our instructors were looking not just for the basics, but the
whole raft of personal skills and the overall mind-set that makes a
pilot ready to take a passenger on a paraglider. We did not all pass,
which is perhaps an indication that even experienced pilots are not all
capable of undertaking this activity. Tandem paraglider pilots need
skill and the right attitude in equal measure.
Overall we had a fabulous training expedition and achieved a great
deal. Our intensive course-based training exercise proved to be an
effective and efficient way of getting a relatively large number of
tandem pilots qualified and we would recommend it to anyone looking
towards gaining a tandem licence. We benefited greatly from having
our instructors available to advise us throughout the whole training
process. Perhaps UK based schools or other organisations, such as
overseas training providers, should consider tandem paraglider tuition
(within an organised course environment) as a method of generating
business, training more pilots and opening up the fantastic
opportunities that tandem paragliding offers.

Sean Simmons and Alex “Crazy Hands” Beart prepare for take-off

Major Jerry Thwaites is an Army Air Corps helicopter and fixed wing
pilot. He first learned to hang glide in 1978, taught by Bob Bailey and
Bob Harrison, and later moved on to paragliding. He now lives in
Wiltshire and competes regularly in military events.

Sean and Alex Beart launch at the Breitenberg
Below: The Jeremy Thwaites (passenger) and Joint Services Champion Andy Rudd high over
the German Alps
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